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Definition

Carbon nanodots are fluorescent, quasi-spherical nanoparticles that have been investigated and modified for numerous applications. In recent years, the utility of these structures for antimicrobial photodynamic therapy (APDT) has been of increasing interest. For this technology, light is used to trigger the generation of reactive oxygen species which subsequently inactivate or kill pathogenic microorganisms. Carbon nanodots are of interest for this application due to their simple, "green" synthesis methods and their tunable organic structures and luminescent properties. Herein we share some recent developments in the field of antimicrobial carbon nanodots, highlighting their increasing relevance and potential in this area.

1. Introduction

Although the threat of antibiotic resistance development in pathogenic bacteria is not a new challenge, it remains to date a pressing concern in regard to global health. Antibiotics have been a primary tool for combating infectious diseases, yet the timescale of development for next-generation antibiotics remains lengthy due to the complexities and cost of not only drug discovery, but also clinical testing and ultimately approval. Additionally, bacteria have a multitude of mechanisms by which they can rapidly acquire resistance,[1][2] which is of particular concern for high-risk populations such as those in healthcare settings.[3][4] For those with concurrent conditions, such as cancer, bacterial infections can severely worsen patient health,[5][6] infections may also delay wound recovery even when treated, with some negative health impacts associated with current disinfection techniques.[2] These cumulative effects place a premium on developing techniques to mitigate the threat of infection from deadly pathogens, namely by improved sterilization technologies. A selection of current disinfection strategies include spray disinfectants containing harsh chemicals, ultra-violet radiation that is deleterious to human health, and antimicrobial nanotechnology—for example silver nanoparticles—which have an inherent antimicrobial character that is not controllable except by dose/exposure.

An alternative technique known as antimicrobial photodynamic therapy (APDT)[8][9][10]—or for variations in application: antimicrobial photodynamic inactivation (APDI)[11] of bacteria or photocatalytic disinfection[12]—presents an intriguing option for a different class of disinfection materials. This process is based in the photodynamic response of a photosensitizing agent, as shown in the first step illustrated in Figure 1. As shown by the simplified Jablonski diagram, incident light induces an excitation event in the photosensitizer (S₀ → S₁); from this stage, the excited electron may undergo a spin flip in a process known as intersystem crossing (ISC, S₁ → T₁) to form a triplet excited state. Occupation of this state permits triplet-triplet interactions with ground-state molecular oxygen; energy transfer, in this case, produces highly reactive singlet oxygen species (ROS), for example, singlet oxygen (¹O₂), as a result of a ‘Type II’ photosensitization mechanism.[13][14]
Photosensitizers such as carbon nanodots (CNDs), the subject of the review, are known to exhibit fluorescence due to the generation of electron/hole pairs \( (e^-/h^+) \), also shown in the first step of Figure 1. Either of these \( (e^- \) or \( h^+ \)) can undergo electron transfer, known as Type I photosensitization, with different proximal species such as water, molecular oxygen, or organic agents in solution to produce radical species, including hydroxyl radical \( (\cdot OH) \) and superoxide anion radical \( (O_2^-\cdot) \) to name a few. Both Type I and II mechanisms result in highly reactive ROS and are known to inflict severe oxidative damage on microbial cells as illustrated in Figure 1. Destruction may occur at the membrane causing morphological changes or cytoplasmic leakage; additionally, diffusing ROS can cause DNA impairment or damage to other intracellular components, such as ribosomes. Oxidative damage from ROS has been of increasing interest in the context of antibiotic-resistant bacteria, as it proves more complex for bacteria to develop resistance to this method. Furthermore, studies have shown that APDT may be tuned to permit high spatial control, thereby reducing deleterious impacts on nearby mammalian cells during treatment. Alternatives such as photothermal therapies have promise but do not share the spatial resolution possible with APDT. Accordingly, an emphasis has been placed on optimizing the properties of photosensitizing molecules for antimicrobial applications, particularly in tuning the photophysical properties of those agents for maximized ROS quantum yields. By optimizing these characteristics, it is possible to improve the efficiency of light utilization by the photosensitizer, and even to select for activation wavelengths that are themselves not inherently harmful, unlike short-wavelength ultraviolet light (UV-C). In contrast, \( \text{TiO}_2 \) materials, which are commonly used for photocatalytic disinfection applications, suffer from low utilization of solar energy and require UV activation. Beyond quantum efficiency, it is also desirable to tune the proximity or adherence of the photosensitizer to bacterial cells. This is of particular importance since ROS are by nature highly reactive; to prevent off-target interactions, the species must be generated locally to the cell of interest. Beyond these properties, an ideal APDT photosensitizer would also have a dynamic scaffold structure that would permit facile adaptation for multi-modal purposes. This could include modification for varied delivery platforms, changing surface structures to achieve solubility in different disinfectant reagents, or even covalent attachment for antimicrobial surface coating materials, as in photocatalytic disinfection. Dynamic structures could also improve theranostic applications, permitting simultaneous imaging/detection in the context of wound healing or in vivo disinfection therapies. Beyond medical therapies, applications could be found in food safety, water disinfection, and solar-driven disinfection. Ultimately, an inexpensive and sustainable photosensitizer would be optimal for a
broad-use, up-scaled commercial APDT photosensitizer.

Although numerous small molecule photosensitizers have been developed for APDT, these are limited in commercial scalability due to complex syntheses, high cost, and purification requirements. Recently, carbon nanodots have received increasing attention for use as a nanoparticulate photosensitizer for APDT and photocatalytic disinfection. These fluorescent nanoparticles are known to be a combustion byproduct and/or the product of incomplete carbonization from biomass, resulting in quasi-spherical, fluorescent particles less than 10 nm in size with broad-spectrum absorption profiles. Due to their synthetic sources, these particles present a potentially inexpensive and ‘green’ option for a scalable photocatalytic disinfection material. Other recent reviews have focused on carbon nanodots in general as antimicrobial agents,\textsuperscript{29,30,31,32} herein, we present and discuss recent developments surrounding the application of carbon nanodots in antimicrobial photodynamic therapy.

### 2. Carbon Nanodots as Photodynamic Antimicrobial Agents

“Other carbon-based structures, for example fullerenes or graphene quantum dots, have been known for some time to generate reactive oxygen species and have found applications in anti-cancer photodynamic therapies.\textsuperscript{33,34} Carbon nanodots, also referred to as ‘carbon dots’ or ‘carbon quantum dots,’ differ from these in both their chemical structure and fluorescent properties. Regarding the latter, carbon dots in general are composed of a core consisting of many-layered sheets of oxidized graphene.\textsuperscript{24,35} Each sheet varies in the extent of its ring system and pi conjugation, resulting in a quasi-spherical morphology after these sheets have assembled.\textsuperscript{36} An additional passivation layer of organic nature is frequently functionalized to the graphitic core to achieve desirable properties; these may include reduced particle aggregation, optimized solubility, or an improved quantum yield to name a few. In total, this structure is on the order of less than 10 nm in size. Typical absorption spectra inherent to carbon dot structures demonstrate strong UV absorption with a visible absorption tail; studies have been conducted to further extend the absorption of carbon dots into the visible or even NIR region.\textsuperscript{37,38,39} Carbon dots are also known to be capable of up-conversion photoluminescence \textsuperscript{27,40}. Beyond synthetic optimization of excitation/emission properties, carbon dot samples also uniquely have an excitation-dependent emission profile. This allows, to a degree, luminescence tuning simply by adjusting the excitation source used in an experiment; however, varying carbon dot quantum efficiencies at each wavelength must be carefully considered. Studies have indicated exciton or electron/hole (e\textsuperscript{−}/h\textsuperscript{+}) recombinations, surface trap states, and quantum confinement effects to all contribute to carbon dot fluorescent properties.\textsuperscript{41,42,43} Studies have also demonstrated that excitation of the carbon dot core, rather than surface states, results in different observed photodynamic properties.\textsuperscript{44}”

With these luminescent properties, and the basis of other carbon nanostructures as effective APDT agents, researchers have begun focusing attention on the ROS-generating capabilities of carbon nanodots specifically. Recent studies have reported general ROS from excited carbon dots,\textsuperscript{3,16,19,25,28,45} with more specific detection reporting both Type I\textsuperscript{12,25,45,46} and Type II\textsuperscript{17,25,36,45,46} photosensitization products. Studies by us, Zhao et al. and Zhang et al., for example, have detected both superoxide anion radical\textsuperscript{25,45} and hydroxy radical.\textsuperscript{25,46} Detection of Type I products, conducted by Sidhu et al., has even occurred in hypoxic environments;\textsuperscript{19} it is likely that interaction between water and h\textsuperscript{+} generated upon excitation is able to generate •OH. Type II products, namely singlet oxygen, have also been detected from excited carbon nanodot structures. Stankovic et al., for example, report a singlet oxygen quantum yield of 0.31; further, the authors discuss how carbon nanodots should not effectively quench singlet oxygen based on reported lifetimes.\textsuperscript{36} Detection of both types of photosensitization products has been conducted via a number of experimental methods, including fluorescent/colorimetric probes (conducted either in situ\textsuperscript{3,16,25,47,48} or for cell-less, solution-based systems\textsuperscript{46,19,25,17,45,49}), direct detection from \textsuperscript{1}O\textsubscript{2} luminescence,\textsuperscript{36,45} electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR),\textsuperscript{36,46} and scavenging reagents employed with a number of these, and other, methods.\textsuperscript{12,25,45}”

By extension, many studies reporting the generation of ROS from their carbon nanodot structures have
Additionally investigated the antibacterial effects from these activated structures as well. In fact, one report by Zhang et al. demonstrated comparable and even superior antibacterial efficiencies of their carbon dot structures relative to even small-molecule photosensitizers.\textsuperscript{45} Other studies have reported antibacterial efficiency from photo-activated carbon nanodots, using strains such as Gram-negative Escherichia coli,\textsuperscript{46} Staphylococcus aureus,\textsuperscript{46} and P. aeruginosa,\textsuperscript{36} and Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus,\textsuperscript{46} Bacillus subtilis,\textsuperscript{24} and Listeria monocytogenes.\textsuperscript{46} Resistant strains have also been studied, including multi-drug resistant E. coli\textsuperscript{19} and methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA).\textsuperscript{19} Although many reports of carbon nanodot photosensitizers detail no significant dark toxicity effects,\textsuperscript{3, 18, 17, 19, 22, 25, 45, 46} this is not always the case and in fact some studies do note toxicity with no incident excitation.\textsuperscript{3, 25, 26, 28, 36, 46} Dark toxicity effects have been discussed in a review by Anand et al.,\textsuperscript{31} with consequences such as cell wall disruption\textsuperscript{51, 52, 53, 54} and DNA/RNA damage\textsuperscript{51, 55, 56} being reported from carbon dots. This disparity in results remains to be carefully characterized by researchers in the field, classifying features of specific carbon dot structures influencing both dark and light-activated toxicity mechanisms. It is interesting to note also that disparities arise across studies even for similar strains of bacteria. Positive results have been reported for carbon dot APDT for both E. coli and Salmonella, yet different authors have also noted no significant APDT effects for these same strains.\textsuperscript{45, 50} The factors influencing these differences are currently under investigation in the field, such that specificity and selectivity may be obtained with future developments.\textsuperscript{50, 57, 58}

Further, researchers have begun to evaluate the tunable properties of carbon nanodots to achieve even greater photodynamic antimicrobial responses. Key in this approach is the adjustment of quantum yields to achieve higher overall ROS yields. Both fluorescence and phosphorescence quantum yields are important in this, as excitation in general permits Type I mechanisms and formation of triplet excited states further supports the generation of singlet oxygen (Type II). Both of these pathways are described in the modified Jablonski diagram shown in Figure 2. It is important to note here, however, that direct correlations between luminescence versus ROS quantum yields are difficult for carbon dots, as these are complex photophysical structures whereby excitation may initially form non-emissive states. Relaxation from these to emissive states (for example, S\textsubscript{1} in Figure 2), results in fluorescence emission after decay to S\textsubscript{0} (S\textsubscript{1} → S\textsubscript{0}); therefore, both the efficiency of S\textsubscript{1} formation (Φ\textsubscript{S\textsubscript{1}}) and efficiency of radiative decay from S\textsubscript{1} both contribute to the overall fluorescence quantum yield. It would be intuitive to state that decreased fluorescence quantum yield should correlate to a heightened ROS quantum yield, as the excited state forms ROS rather than radiatively decaying. A study by Al Awak et al. reports just the opposite, where higher fluorescence quantum yield carbon dots instead also yield more ROS.\textsuperscript{24} The authors suggest that both observations could be a consequence of improved efficiency in forming the emissive state following excitation, rather than an improvement in radiative efficiency from that state itself. Another study by Jijie et al. similarly saw a direct correlation between fluorescence quantum yield and ROS formation.\textsuperscript{17} Tuning of phosphorescence quantum yields similarly has provided researchers a method through which to tune APDT from carbon dots. In this case, however, phosphorescence is largely observed through the minimization of its interaction with oxygen—that is, APDT agents are either fixed in a matrix\textsuperscript{45} or suspended in a viscous solution.\textsuperscript{59} Deactivation by ROS then is reduced, and one can expect higher ROS generation in ‘diffusion-allowed’ media (i.e. no matrix, etc.) to correspond to higher phosphorescence quantum yields in the ‘diffusion-limited’ system. This is in fact reported both by Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{45} and us\textsuperscript{46} using different methods to achieve phosphorescent carbon dot structures.
Figure 2. Simplified Jablonski diagram for carbon nanodots depicting initial e-/h+ formation upon excitation, conversion to an emissive S<sub>1</sub> state (Φ<sub>S1</sub>) and the various relaxation pathways available from this point. From the S<sub>1</sub> state, radiative relaxation as fluorescence (Φ<sub>F</sub>), non-radiative (k<sub>nr</sub>) decay by intersystem crossing (ISC) to the triplet emissive state (T<sub>1</sub>), or non-radiative decay by reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation are detailed. From the T<sub>1</sub> state, radiative relaxation as phosphorescence (Φ<sub>P</sub>) or non-radiative decay by ROS formation are detailed. “Φ” in all cases refers to quantum yield. Adapted from reference.

Interestingly, the fluorescence quantum yield effect is not the only factor influencing photodynamic efficiency of antimicrobial effects from carbon dots. A study by Abu Rabe et al demonstrated that the quantum yield effect could be dominated instead by surface charge effects. The positively charged, low quantum yield particles in fact exhibited higher antibacterial efficiency than the high yield, neutrally charged analogs. In the same report, the authors noted that for structures displaying different charges but comparable sizes/quantum yields, positively charged structures were more APDT active; the efficacy of the positively-charged particles was further increased when shorter surface passivating agents were used, possibly due to decreased ROS diffusional distances. The effects of surface charge, however, require further investigation to clarify. Reports by others have also demonstrated APDT effects from carbon dots carrying negative surface charges, and many studies do not characterize charge at all. Yet for all of these mentioned factors influencing APDT efficiency, the characteristics may be tuned by careful selection of carbon dot synthesis precursors or reagents. "In the previously noted Zhang et al. study, the authors generated their phosphorescent structures by altering the amount of ethylenediamine precursor in synthesis to tune final nitrogen concentration; in our work, a bromine component was added as a precursor. In fact, precursor tuning has been a mainstay strategy in carbon dot literature to achieve new and varied properties for a multitude of applications, and APDT is no exception. In the vein of phosphorescence discussion, Mandal et al. selected an anthraquinone derivative known as Anthrarufin for their carbon dot precursor specifically due to its known triplet character. Beyond photophysical tuning, precursor selection has prioritized retaining antimicrobial properties or even cell targeting capabilities by using antibacterial small molecule drugs as precursors. In a general sense, precursors may also be selected simply to improve the stability of and reduce defects in the resulting carbon dots after carbonization, for example in the study by Kavitha et al which used date palm fronds (featuring a high lignin content) as a biomass precursor. Although many studies cite the rationale for precursor selection, comprehensive and methodical examinations of precursor variations and their downstream influence on carbon dot properties are limited. Nonetheless, this technique will likely receive expanded attention in regard to the development of new photodynamic antimicrobial carbon dots.”

In addition, researchers can tune the APDT efficiency from their structures via conventional PDT techniques (Figure 3a), including but not limited to excitation wavelength, irradiance, irradiation time (example in Figure 3b), photosensitizer concentration (example in Figure 3c/d), oxygen availability, reaction temperature, and even solution pH.
Figure 3. Parameters for tuning carbon nanodot photodynamic antimicrobial effects. (a) Schematic displaying some of the experimental parameters that must be adjusted to achieve maximal photodynamic antimicrobial effects from carbon nanodots. (b) Sample data set demonstrating the impact of irradiation time on the colony growth for Listeria monocytogenes exposed at 365 nm with brominated carbon nanodot (BrCND) photosensitizers. (c,d) Viability of Escherichia coli (c) grown on plates and (d) plotted as a function of photosensitizer concentration (plotted here by the BrCND sample absorption at 365 nm). Panels (b–d) adapted from Reference 173. For additional details regarding the reported studies, the reader is referred to Reference . Reproduced from reference .

Even as researchers strive to understand the chemical, molecular, and photophysical factors contributing to carbon dot efficiency as APDT photosensitizers, still others have begun to implement these in hybrid systems and/or materials. Carbon dot photosensitizers have, for example, been co-administered with small-molecule photosensitizers, oxidizing agents, and antibiotics for synergistic antimicrobial activity. Recent research by us has also shown that ROS yields may be improved by combination of carbon dot structures in tandem with plasmonic metal nanoparticle systems (i.e. nano-silver coated films). This amplification platform has its mechanistic basis in metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF), whereby a plasmonic metal substrate can act as a “nanoantennae” for excitation light; the resulting field generated by the substrate may then excite larger populations of fluorophores in the near-field than would be possible under classical conditions. This effectively expands the absorption cross-section well beyond what would be possible for the fluorophore alone and is known as the enhanced absorption mechanism. MEF may also occur as a result of enhanced emission pathways, where fluorophore quanta couple to the nanoparticle plasmons such that the whole entity radiates as a unit. Other materials capitalizing on photophysical interactions have been developed, where carbon dots are used as Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) donors to improve material short-wavelength absorption as in a study by Kumari et al., or as agents for up-conversion luminescence whereby longer wavelengths may be used to activate a previously UV-excited material as was demonstrated for zinc oxide-coated brackets by Zhang et al. Carbon dots were also used to improve light absorption by Zhang et al. and Hazarika et al. for different hybrid materials.

3. Conclusion

Herein we have provided a discussion of the current literature for carbon nanodots as photosensitizers for
antimicrobial photodynamic therapies and photocatalytic disinfection. Although still an evolving field, the publications reviewed herein set the foundation for future growth and optimization of carbon nanodots with intrinsic photodynamic antibacterial capabilities. By tuning properties such as fluorescence or phosphorescence quantum yield, precursors and passivation agents, surface charge and more, still more effective antibacterial and antibiofouling materials may yet be achieved using carbon nanodots as a scaffold. Furthermore, hybrid materials incorporating carbon dots both with or without intrinsic antibacterial activity show immense promise in the development and optimization of new, inexpensive, and potentially even ‘green’ materials. Still, we propose deeper characterization and methodical examination of trends for structural/chemical tuning, selectivity and activity against strains of differering Gram stains, carbon dot photosensitization-induced cytotoxicity, characterization of carbon dots themselves,” which are thoroughly discussed in the full review. “In all, the research reviewed herein provides a solid foundation for the future pursuit, characterization, and development of these carbon nanodot materials for APDT and photocatalytic disinfection applications.
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